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Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS)



User Interface Best Practices for Building iOS DPS Apps



Overview The Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) provides publishers with various options to customize the magazine viewer app that is submitted to Apple’s App Store, especially with DPS App Builder options that control how the library and store appear within the application. While this flexibility allows publishers to tailor features for a particular brand, it can also result in a fragmented experience for consumers who read multiple publications on their iOS devices. By following these guidelines, publishers can provide a consistent, user-friendly experience when building DPS viewer apps. •



Take advantage of updated library features



•



Provide an engaging initial experience



•



Optimize direct entitlement sign-in



•



Enable custom toolbar options only when called for



•



Optimize for both retina and non-retina devices



•



Avoid radical departures from other DPS apps



•



Account for the viewer interface in layouts



Best Practices Follow these recommendations to provide an effective, consistent user experience. Many of these recommended features require the latest DPS releases.



Leverage Library Interface Improvements in R25+ Each viewer contains a library in which consumers can purchase and download folios. The latest releases of the Digital Publishing Suite from Adobe include a redesigned library interface for an improved user experience. These changes improve the readers’ initial experience upon installing and launching the app for the first time. Many of these capabilities were previously possible only to DPS Enterprise customers by implementing a custom HTML-based store. The viewer library UI includes a number of enhancements: •



An optimized design, with fewer repetitious interface elements such as buttons and text fields, provides a cleaner experience. To eliminate the redundant display of the magazine title next to each cover, the library now omits the title text if all of the titles in the library match. For example, if the title of all folios in the library are set to “Dog Fancy Monthly” and only one is set to “Dog Fancy Monthly Magazine,” the library interface will display the title text. However if they were all identical, it would eliminate the display of the title to keep the library less cluttered.



•



Issue covers are twice the size they were previously, providing readers with a better glimpse into what they can purchase or read. Tapping the issue cover either opens the issue (if it’s already downloaded) or displays a new preview pane. The preview pane features a larger cover image, a description of the folio, and buttons that allow users to download or purchase the issue, subscribe to the app, or view an article preview, if available. In addition, an icon below the issue cover in the library lets users purchase or download the folio directly.



•



An explicit ‘archive’ mode lets users remove multiple folio files from their device at once.
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Here’s a comparison of the two library versions.



Figure 1: (iOS 6) The new library design included larger cover images. With iOS 7, Apple introduced a new dynamic interface that uses depth and transparency. With the v28 release, DPS viewers support the iOS 7 UI. For details, see iOS 7 Support in v28 DPS Viewer.



Figure 2: (iOS 7) The v28 viewer library uses a light UI compatible with iOS 7. UI  Best  Practices  for  iOS  Apps  
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These features are included when you build a new app. No coding or HTML is required. View a short tutorial video video featuring the new library features in iOS on the Adobe TV site. DPS Enterprise customers can further customize their library or create a custom storefront. There are also tutorials available showing how to use HTML and a set of JavaScript APIs to do so.



Quickly Present the Value of Your Content Statistics from DPS viewer apps indicate that many consumers who download the free application fail to purchase or subscribe to content, and rarely open the app a second time. One of the best ways to make the readers’ initial experience a memorable one and encourage in-app purchases is to grab their attention by showing the value of the content as quickly and seamlessly as possible. Use any of the following methods to provide valuable content to your customers when they first open the app: •



Offer the First Retail Folio Free



•



Display calls to action within free magazine content by using a digital blow-in



•



Offer free article previews in retail folios



•



Auto-download the latest entitled issue



•



Automatically open background-downloaded issue on launch



•



Progressively download folio files



First Retail Folio Free A common comment in app reviews for magazine applications is that consumers see the “FREE” label next to the app in App Store and anticipate being able to view something of value for free. With First Retail Folio Free, publishers can automatically entitle a new reader to the most recent retail folio for free, without having to tap on a button. Publishers can also customize the HTML banner at the top of the library to visually indicate to new readers that their free issue download will start automatically and to wait momentarily until the cover appears. This message helps users understand why the application is automatically downloading something. Publishers can use this messaging to call out the value they are receiving as a gift, and may wish to make it clear to users that they are getting only a single issue for free as a trial, and that future or back issues will require a purchase.



Figure 3: Consider giving away your newest retail folio to users who download your app for the first time. UI  Best  Practices  for  iOS  Apps  
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Conditional HTML content (Digital Blow-in) Publishers will most likely wish to leverage this feature in combination with the First Retail Folio Free feature, as it provides an opportunity to display calls to action within the magazine content to encourage the user to subscribe (or to log in if they are a print subscriber and you have direct entitlement enabled). An HTML article with the appropriate JavaScript can detect that a given user is viewing the folio as a free preview, and a publisher can then conditionally display a promotion to subscribe or sign in. To learn more about how to leverage this feature, a 9-minute video tutorial is available entitled New First Folio Free and Digital Blow-In Features.



Free Article Preview Publishers can allow customers to preview content in a retail folio without purchasing it first. Customers can tap the Preview button to download and read all free articles. When they navigate to other articles in the app, a paywall prompts them to purchase the folio. Publishers can also set up metered articles so that customers can view a specified number of articles before they reach the limit and a paywall message appears. Publishers can also protect certain articles to prevent them from being viewed unless the customer becomes entitled to the folio.



Figure 4: Tapping a cover image displays the preview pane. If the retail folio includes free content, users can tap the Preview button.
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Auto-download latest entitled issue By enabling this feature in DPS App Builder, publishers can deliver the latest entitled issue of a magazine to subscribers automatically using Newsstand’s background download capabilities. Provided the user has their iOS device connected to a WiFi network and has not explicitly disabled this feature in their settings, the reader should automatically see a new cover displayed in the Newsstand app. On launching the DPS app from Newsstand, the content for the latest issue will already be available to view instantly. This way, if the user happened to open Newsstand when they aren’t connected (such as on an airplane), they would be able to consume new content immediately.



Figure 5: Download the first entitled issue automatically to allow new users to get up and running.



Automatically open background-downloaded issue When building the DPS app, publishers can select an option that opens on launch any folio that has been downloaded in the background since the previous viewing session. This option is especially useful for daily and weekly magazines so that customer can launch the app and view the most recent folio immediately.



Progressively download folio Files In DPS apps, customers do not have to wait until the entire folio file (issue) has been downloaded before viewing it. Once the cover and the “high” priority articles (as set in Folio Producer) have been downloaded, the cover article is displayed while the rest of the content downloads in the background. Download priorities shift automatically if the user navigates to an article that has not yet downloaded.
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Optimize Direct Entitlement Sign-In Direct Entitlement allows a publisher to provide an existing subscriber access to the digital versions of the same magazine content. Currently, in order to sign in, users either have to sign in using a generic log-in dialog provided in the viewer by clicking a “Sign In” button in the upper left of the library screen, or the publisher can provide a customized experience within a custom store or within the HTML banner at the top of the library. Since the provided generic sign in dialog box does not clearly state what account the reader is expected to sign into, using this dialog as-is is not recommended. Some consumers think they need to log in with their Apple ID, or some other account, which leads to confusion. As such, it is recommended that publishers either customize the strings in this dialog box by specifying a customized XML file in DPS App Builder, or that they provide a fully customized and branded log-in experience in the HTML region at the top of the library or in a custom store. See the section on Library entitlement banner in this article.



Figure 6: Create a custom sign-in experience to provide your customers with more information.
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Enable Custom Navigation Toolbar ONLY if Used By default, DPS App Builder enables the Custom Navigation Toolbar in Enterprise apps, as shown in the next illustration. It is only recommended to leave this option enabled if the publisher has added additional icons to the toolbar. These navigation icons open HTML files, such as a custom store or a help file Publishers should consider disabling the custom navigation toolbar for the following reasons: •



When the user first launches the application, the “Viewer” link in the navigation bar is disabled (since they haven’t viewed content yet), and they are already in the Library by default. The navigation toolbar presents the user with navigation options which are not necessary and do not work.



•



Once the user is reading content in the viewer, the Library button in the upper left area of the viewer area takes users back to the Library, making the Library button in the navigation toolbar redundant.



Figure 7: If you enable the navigation toolbar, consider turning off the Library button.
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Optimize for Both Retina and Non-Retina Displays While newer iOS devices featuring HD retina displays are proliferating quickly, older SD models with smaller resolution displays are still plentiful. It is important when creating content in InDesign that publishers consider PDF renditions for the iPad. PDF scales well on retina and non-retina devices. With PDF folios, another option can allow users to pinch and zoom into content. In addition to the content, it is important to include both standard and high definition icons and splash screens in DPS App Builder so that your app looks appropriate for the device it is being displayed on. Although HD app icons are optional, we recommend that you create and specify HD icons.



Figure 8: In DPS Builder, specify both SD and HD app icons and launch images.



Avoid Radical UI Departures from Other DPS Apps The DPS App Builder includes a number of options that let you customize the app. Some of these options offer a great deal of flexibility to customize the app. For example, you can select an option to hide the top navigation bar in folio view and create your own custom navigation. You can also customize the UI text for buttons, messages, and other UI elements. When you use these options, consider that your customers are accustomed to the design elements of popular DPS apps. Straying too far from the common design of DPS apps can introduce confusion and result in a fragmented user experience.
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Account for the Viewer Interface in Layouts When users tap within the content area to bring up the navigation, it will cover 44 (SD) or 88 (HD) pixels at top of the screen, and 44/88 pixels at the bottom (88/176 if a custom navigation bar is enabled). It is recommended to account for these margins in the design of the content displayed in the application if possible. Frequently magazines include an instructional page towards the beginning of each issue that explains to the reader how to use the interface. While this can indeed be useful, the interface is subject to change from release to release and dependent on how the application is created with DPS App Builder. Keeping the illustrations and diagrams more generic or vague can be useful, and making sure to update these instructions (even for back issues) when an application update with a new interface is pushed out is recommended. Most publishers provide UI indicators such as icons or play buttons to indicate interactive items in articles. That way, customers know when to swipe to view a new image, tap to play a video or audio clip, or swipe to view a scrollable frame. Publishers can also provide navigation controls on each article page so that customers know that they can swipe down to continue reading the article.



Figure 9: Provide clues to indicate interactive items.
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Summary Take advantage of DPS features to provide a consistent, user-friendly app that your customers will enjoy. Use the updated library, and provide previews of retail content to entice your readers to subscribe to your app. Customize UI settings to suit your app’s needs but without introducing redundancy in the UI or conflicts with DPS standards. Provide app icons and launch screens for both SD and HD iOS devices.
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